Join our team!
Take a leap forward to your career.
JOB TITLE:

Java and JavaScript developer (Full Stack)
WHERE:

Elbląg / Warsaw / POLAND

IT/opegieka is a brand of the Polish company OPEGIEKA Sp. z o.o. providing IT solutions for Polish
and foreign entrepreneurs and public administration, mainly in the area related to spatial
information management, geoscience and geospatial intelligence.

JOB DESCRIPTION
ź creating and developing software in Java and JavaScript,
ź development of new features and also improving already existing solutions,
ź development and integration of technological components,
ź identi cation and analysis of reported problems.

REQUIREMENTS
ź practical knowledge of Java (Spring), JavaScript and web technologies like HTML 5, CSS,

REST,
ź ability to program with the use of relational databases,
ź knowledge of operating systems from Unix/Linux family,
ź experience in working with version control systems (Git),
ź ability to think analytically and logically,
ź communicativeness and the ability to work in a team,
ź higher education in the eld.

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES
ź 2 years of experience in building and develompent of applications,
ź knowledge of TypeScript, Vue, ExtJS, Node.js, docker, swagger,
ź experience with GIS technologies (np.: OpenLayers).

WE OFFER
ź attractive, competitive salary,
ź full-time job or B2B in stable company,
ź exible working time and substantial independence in its organization,
ź working in a proffessional team in friendly and cameral environment with ambitious and

developing projects,
ź Multisport card, access to company’s tinnis cours, co- nancing learning foreign language

courses,
ź access to training materials, press and literature.

apply on:
it@opegieka.pl

OPEGIEKA Sp. z o.o. collects and processes personal data (name, surname, professional experience and contact details) about you. These data are
con dential and used only for recruitment purposes within OPEGIEKA. This is necessary to be able to present you a chance for development in OPEGIEKA.

